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Jack Temple is a dowsing healer who has been around practise for over two decades. Sarah
Ferguson, Duchess of York; Many well-known public figures possess consulted him, including

Diana, Princess of Wales; A veteran contributor to Here's Wellness magazine, he runs an
effective clinic in Surrey, England. He identifies the existence of toxins by dowsing with a silver

pendulum, clearing the magnetic energy field around your body, and applying homeopathic
remedies to stability the patient's energies and encourage natural curing. and Jerry Hall. His
objective is to pass on his knowledge and techniques to a new generation of practitioners.
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A continuation of Jack Temple's extraordinary healing abilities and the .. I wish I had 10% of his
abilities with a pendulum and focusing on how the Universe and different energy systems
function. It was too bumbling for me personally. His reputation was more of a legend when
compared to a local boy produced good. Jack was a revered and skilled healer. A little too
jumbled for me personally..However, Jack must have quit while he was ahead as a writer along
with his first publication. This one looks like a whole lot of 'good suggestions' that were put in
the blender.I regret my money was wasted on this 1 because it is currently in the 'donate' pile. A
continuation of Jack Temple's extraordinary healing abilities and the health tools he has
developed to help those in need of health restoration.
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